Art on The Loop

Small, color runs along the Chuck Huckelberry Loop and you’re likely to spot more than desert vegetation, wildlife and flowers. A whimsical street sculpture effucent on bike share space with mosaic bridges, historical markers and sculptural statues. There are too many pieces of art along The Loop – thanks to the Pima County Board of Supervisors longstanding support of a Pima County Public Art Program. This guide will help you enjoy all of the sculptures, tiles, bridges, and more detailed information can be found at pima.gov/LoopArt.

This guide will help you enjoy all of the sculptures, tiles, bridges, and more detailed information can be found at pima.gov/LoopArt.

Stroll, ride or run along The Chuck Huckelberry Loop and you’re likely to spot more than desert vegetation, wildlife and fellow users.

A whimsical steel sculpture of bats on bikes shares space with mosaic tiled bridges, 
pima.gov/LoopArt and more detailed information can be found at
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wildlife and fellow users. A whimsical steel sculpture of bats on bikes shares space with mosaic tiled bridges,
For descriptions of these pieces of art, visit pima.gov/LoopArt